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Three Things You’re Getting Too Used To Hearing 

About Canadian  Inflation 

• Inflation increased by more than expected. Again. 

• It wasn’t just due to base effects. Again. 

• Don’t dismiss higher inflation due to possibly transitory factors… 

• ...as key sectors may be temporarily soft 

 

Canadian CPI, m/m / y/y %, May: 

Actual: 0.5 / 3.6 

Scotia: 0.4 / 3.5 

Consensus: 0.4 / 3.5 

Prior: 0.5 / 3.4 

 

Canadian core CPI, y/y % change, May:  

Average: 2.3 (prior 2.1%) 

Weighted median: 2.4 (prior 2.3%) 

Common component: 1.8 (prior 1.7%) 

Trimmed mean: 2.7 (prior 2.3%) 
 

Here are three things you are probably getting used to hearing by now: 

• Inflation increased by more than expected.  

• It wasn’t just due to base effects.  

• Don’t dismiss it because of possibly transitory upsides because there may 

also be transitory factors that are holding inflation back. 

On the first point, inflation was a tick faster than expected in month-ago (+0.5% m/

m NSA) and year-ago (3.6% y/y) terms. That’s less of an upside surprise than the 

prior month, but not by much in seasonally adjusted terms as total prices 

increased by 0.4% m/m in May after a 0.6% rise in April. The BoC’s old CPIX8 

measure of ‘core’ inflation also climbed by 0.4% m/m SA after a 0.7% gain the 

prior month. 

Core inflation also climbed again to 2.3% y/y from 2.1% the prior month using the 

average of the three measures of core inflation that the BoC has tended to 

emphasize. Chart 1 shows this acceleration.  

Chart 2 shows that all of the main core inflation gauges are accelerating so it’s not 

just headline inflation that is doing so. 

Several points can be made regarding base effects. First, the acceleration of 

average core inflation from a bottom of 1.6% y/y in May of last year to 2.3% now is 

about more than just base effects given this measure only decelerated by a few 

tenths of a percentage point from just before the pandemic into the thick of the 

shock. Therefore, core price weakness through the heart of the pandemic was not 
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actually that big of a deal. The speed of acceleration since then is outpacing the early 

disinflationary impact of the pandemic.  

Furthermore, the BoC knew the base effect starting point for prices in real time when it 

was forecasting inflation in successive Monetary Policy Reports over the past year but 

persistently lowballed actual inflation (chart 3). Even its April MPR forecast reset is 

getting surprised higher. Where the BoC has been surprised should be expressed in 

terms of greater than expected resilience of the monthly price changes through 2020 

into early 2021 and then the recent month-over-month acceleration. That’s even truer for 

the camp that was arguing deflation risk from the start and has been wrong. 

Regarding transitory factors, there is a whole lot of cherry-picking going on by the camp 

that says this is all just a flash in the pan. Some categories that could be transitory 

upsides right now include items like gasoline price inflation that is already turning lower 

(chart 4). Then again, what if gas price inflation eventually returns with rising mobility in 

reopening economies over time and more ‘normal’ future summer driving seasons? 

Electricity prices (chart 5), furniture prices and some of the other hot items in charts 12–

13 (page 4 due to their sizes) that contributed the most to the year-over-year rise in CPI 

on a weighted basis are other examples of what might be transitory upsides. 

But then we have items that may be temporarily soft and poised for cyclical upsides 

going forward. The obvious first candidate is broad goods versus services price inflation 

(chart 6). Right now inflation is mostly about accelerating goods price inflation as the 

availability of goods has been less impaired by social distancing given online ordering 

and delivering and curbside delivery. Goods price inflation may persist as recoveries 

unfold around the world and as supply chain issues may persist for a long time.  

But what if services price inflation really begins to accelerate as the economy reopens? 

Some types of services are starting to do so while others remain weak and are more 

dominant in restraining broad service prices. Some prices like restaurant food never 

really saw material disinflation despite the fact many of them have spent the better part 

of a year shut! Various support programs for rent and wages insulated against some of 

the disinflationary shock. One point I’d emphasize is that this is going to be a longer term 
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full cycle debate to see what happens to inflation and not just rooted in seeing 

whether price inflation ebbs over, say, the next 6–12 months as central banks tend to 

emphasize.  

As for specific examples, will airline pricing power always be weak or will vaccinations 

and a gradual return to travel perhaps restore airfare inflation (chart 7)? Are we 

capturing the full lagging effects of soaring new house prices on the replacement cost 

component of housing within owned accommodation CPI just yet (chart 8)? Will 

soaring new house prices put upward pressure upon rents again given a volatile but 

generally lagging relationship as impaired housing affordability may tend to then make 

the rental market look more attractive to some (chart 9)? Mortgage interest costs are 

still disinflationary because it takes a while for the BoC’s rate cuts last year to finish 

moving through the mortgage renewals pipeline but that effect should stabilize into 

next year (chart 10).  

The point of the exercise here is to illustrate that inflation risk needs to consider the 

possibility that we’re not just seeing firmer inflation because of year-ago base effects 

and we can’t just focus upon price inflation in areas that may be transitory. Central 

banks are supposed to be risk managers and risk managers are supposed to focus 

upon upside and downside risks. All I’ve heard coming from too many of them are 

references to downside risk in a nearer term sense which makes me feel like they are 

clinging too long to justifying the actions that drove massive stimulus in the early 

stages and perhaps remain too slow to change the narrative around. The BoC may be 

different, however, in its references to inflation risks being “roughly balanced” going 

forward despite some of its tendency to dismiss inflation as a base effect 

phenomenon. 

The second purpose to the points above is to complement a top down view on 

inflation that is rooted in a Phillips curve approach. As the US eliminates spare 

capacity and closes its output gap later this year in our forecasts and Canada does so 

by early next year, the lagging influences of eliminating spare capacity should keep 

inflation at or above target over central bank forecast horizons. Labour market 

influences upon inflation are uncertain because we don’t know where the full 

employment level of the unemployment rate may rest going forward which depends 

upon matters like how many of the lost jobs may really come back, retirements, the 

impact of slow immigration etc. This top down view always benefits from more colour 

provided by a bottom up view as important inflationary developments often driven by 

idiosyncratic factors can otherwise be missed. Then we can also have a debate on 

whether the structural forces of the past that kept inflation low will repeat in future. 

Alternatively, factors like demographics, trade policy and technological change 

through pricing power exerted by big tech may offer marked changes from the past. 

In any event, it is getting progressively more difficult for the BoC to talk through rising 

inflationary pressure. Chart 11 gets the final word here. After tacking on the coming 

pandemic-weights adjustment, inflation is at about 4% y/y. That’s way past anything 

the BoC has forecast to date as shown back in chart 3. Why it keeps saying inflation 

is just a base effect phenomenon that will magically and permanently go away 

including at its latest press conference remains a tough narrative to believe. Speeding 

up the exit from its GoC bond purchase program and getting on with guiding 

borrowers to expect rate hikes should be getting more attention over the duration of 

the year.   
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